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WHAT’S A WATERSHED?
A watershed is a land area that channels rainfall and 
snowmelt into creeks, streams, and rivers, and eventu-
ally into reservoirs, bays, and the ocean. We learn in 
“Saggy, Baggy Froggy,” on pages 14–18, that pol-
lutants are washed from the local watershed into Lake 
Titicaca, causing serious harm to the frogs. 

Students may use EPA’s My Waterway at 
mywaterway.epa.gov to explore their own local 
watershed. First, insert the school’s address or zip 
code. Then, allow students to explore the data, such 
as watershed name, condition of the waterways, and 
waterway health for swimming, drinking water, and 
eating fish. Finally, hold a class discussion about what 
students learned. Encourage them to look at other 
watersheds where extended family lives or in places 
they’d love to visit.

CALLING ALL POLLINATORS!
After reading “The Other Pollinators,” pages 20–25, 
your students may be excited to get outside and ob-
serve pollinators found in your area. 

To get them started, have students create a pollinator 
handout for the school community to use. The handout 
will help identify plants and pollinators students can 
expect to see when they visit the schoolyard habitat. First, 
plan to spend time outside observing pollinators, allowing 
students to sit quietly and make mental notes about what 
they see. Next, have students use the free SEEK app by 
iNaturalist to snap photos of the pollinators they observe. 
The photographs and information in the app will help 
students create the handout.

Pollinator handouts can be laminated to increase 
durability. In addition, students can use a dry-erase 
marker to mark the plants and pollinators they see in the 
schoolyard habitat.

LIGHTS, LIGHTS, LIGHTS 
Students learned that artificial lights harm fireflies in 
“Lights in the Night,” pages 26–28. As a class, ex-
plore light pollution—the excessive or inappropriate use 
of artificial light. Guiding questions can include:

• What causes light pollution? 
• How does light pollution affect the environment?
•  How does light pollution impact wildlife in my 

community?
• How does light color impact wildlife?
• What are solutions to light pollution?
•  What can I do at home to reduce light pollution 

and be a better friend to insects and other 
animals?

SPONGEY RELATIONSHIPS
In “Meet the Sponges,” pages 30–36, students learn 
about the many ways different ocean animals rely on 
sponges. The story lays the foundation for learning about 
symbiotic relationships between species. Have students 
define three types of symbiotic relationships: mutualism, 
commensalism, and parasitism. Next, have students 
reread “Meet the Sponges” and discuss what types of 
symbiotic relationships sponges have with frogfish, 
sponge crabs, and other fish, crabs, and shrimps. Allow 
students to share their responses and their reasoning. 
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DaddyDaddy
andand MeMeby Masiko the Mountain Gorilla,

as told to Anne Cissel
photos by Suzi Eszterhas

My dad might look laid back here, but he is 

large and in charge. And I’m learning to be 

just like him!

I’m Masiko, a one-year-

old mountain gorilla. I 

live with my family high up 

on the steep slopes of the 

Virunga (vee-ROONG-gah) 

Mountains in Central Africa. 

We make our home in a 

cool, misty woodland with 

lots of yummy plants for us 

to eat. You might think of 

Africa as a hot place, but 

it can get very cold here. 

Good thing we have long, 

thick hair to keep us warm. 

My dad leads me, my 

mom, and other members of 

our group to the best places 

to eat. He also protects us 

from danger. Dad is called 

a silverback because of the 

color of the hair on his back. 

For gorillas, silver hair isn’t 

a sign of old age, as it is with 

people. It just means he is a 

grown-up male gorilla! Come 

find out more about my 

dad—and gorilla family life 

in the mountains.

Hi!
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In “Daddy and Me,” on pages 6–11, you learned about 
Masiko, the Mountain Gorilla’s family, and life in the Virunga 
mountain forests in Central Africa. In Virunga, guards stand 
watch, protecting gorillas and the forest. Imagine yourself 

as a guard on watch, patrolling the boundary you’ve been assigned to protect. Now, write 
about a day on the job. As you brainstorm, decide what feelings you want your reader to have—
surprise, worry, joy, fear, inspiration, etc.
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Raising awareness for threatened and endangered species is 
vital to species survival. In “Saggy, Baggy, Froggy” on pages 
14–18, you learned how different South American countries 
are raising awareness to save the Titicaca water frog. An 

example is Peru, which put the frog’s picture on a brand-new coin! So now it’s your turn. First, 
find and research an endangered species in the United States. Then, design a coin, front and 
back, that would be used to bring attention to the critical needs of the species.
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COIN DESIGN IDEA SPACE FRONT OF COIN

BACK OF COIN

What elements do you want to see on the coin?


